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Introduction 
With the growth of evidence-based librarianship i and interorganizational 
budgetary competition, libraries, archives, and special collections are increasingly 
interested in employing evaluation to track performance and to justify their budget. ii 
Employers want to see evidence-based reports on departments’ efforts to ensure that they 
are meeting institutional and departmental benchmarks and goals. iii  Despite these 
influences, however, archives have lagged behind libraries in the adoption of evaluation 
practices.  Archival research has displayed a wider preoccupation with the topic since the 
early 2000s, though archival textbooks still largely neglect the subject. iv   
As Martha O’Hara Conway and Marrilee Proffitt note in their 2011 OCLC report 
Taking Stock and Making Hay: Archival Collections Assessment, archivists generally 
view assessment as a luxury activity, one that they only prioritize when additional 
resources are allocated for that purpose.  However, the authors reframe assessment as an 
essential collections management activity that institutional leaders in the professional 
community have begun to practice, thus providing models for their peers. v  While 
Conway and Proffitt examine those leading institutions’ approaches to assessment, this 
master’s paper aims to explore the factors that enable or inhibit art museum archivists in 
conducting evaluation of archival needs, public services, internal procedures, and 
collections in United States art museum archives through a case study of a small, 
federally chartered art museum archives. 
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Art museum archives are the focus of this study because they are a manageably 
sized subset of the discipline.  They face all of the typical tasks and responsibilities 
required of any other archives while also contending with a greater diversity of media, 
materials, and records for which they must compete with other departments.  For 
instance, curatorial departments will sometimes claim objects of or representing daily life 
such as snapshots and candid photographs even when those items are traditionally 
understood as the purview of the archives.  Archivists sometimes face competition with 
the registrar, public relations and technical support departments regarding object and 
records management.  These conditions make art museum archives one of the most 
dynamic subsets of the archival types, and thus, the struggles and successes faced by the 
archivists working within them can apply to the widest possible cross section of the 
archival discipline through either direct application or extrapolation.  
Art museum archives, furthermore, are attached to a parent museum and deal with 
both the archival and records management of its museum, as well as with the donated 
collections within the archives’ and the museum’s purviews.vi, vii For instance, the 
Georgia O’Keeffe Museum archives in Santa Fe, New Mexico maintains both the 
institutional records and history and the artist’s personal papers alongside donated 
materials, such as the papers of individuals close to or associated with O’Keeffe.  A 
museum, for the purpose of this paper, is defined as “a non-profit, permanent institution 
in the service of society and its development, open to the public, which acquires, 
conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of 
humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment.” viii  
Art museums are those institutions that collect and display art to achieve those ends.  The 
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archives that I have chose for this case study falls under the standard definition for an 
archives found in A glossary of archival and records terminology as (1) “the division 
within an organization responsible for maintaining the organization’s records of enduring 
value” and (2) “an organization that collects the records of individuals, families, or other 
organizations; a collecting archives.” ix  For the purposes of this paper, I examine an 
archives that both falls under this definition and is also affiliated with an art museum as 
defined above. 
Navigation of curatorial-archival boundaries and the diversity of materials with 
which they are more likely to contend makes art museum archives particularly dynamic 
in comparison to other types of archives. While a typical archives deals primarily in 
paper and electronic records and photographs, along with the occasional architectural 
model, map, or plaque, an art museum archives can encompass all of those materials, plus 
works on paper, paintings, sculptures, film, digital art objects, artists’ books, stuffed 
animals, tools, furniture, clothing, books, and everyday material culture—all objects 
requiring particular care, storage, and environmental and handling conditions.   
In 2016, one of the Society of American Archivists (SAA) and the Rare Book and 
Manuscript section of the Association of College and Research Libraries (RBMS/ACRL) 
joint task forces released results on its survey of members that work in archival 
repositories and special collections libraries.  The purpose of the study was to determine 
“appropriate statistical measures and performance metrics” that evaluate public services 
provision. x  Museum professionals comprised only 8.1% (25 respondents) of the 311 
total survey subjects in the joint task force’s study.  Reassuringly, the task force found 
that 90.6% (278 respondents)—41% (126 respondents) of whom identified as 
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archivists—do indeed collect data about their public services. xi  However, it also 
revealed that, “few [information professionals] do or feel that they can [collect data 
beyond basic counts] because of the effort involved in doing so.”  Furthermore, “only the 
specific metrics requested of the department are actively gathered and the efforts to 
collect are abandoned if administrative requests are not consistently issued,” suggesting 
that archivists are collecting basic count data but are not using them to inform decision-
making within the archives itself. xii  Perhaps the reason for this is related to the added 
effort and expertise to collect metrics rather than simple measures, which are largely 
meaningless unless used for long term benchmarking of progress in a chosen function.   
One of the aims of this study is to determine whether and how this small 
population of museum professionals approach evaluation by digging deep into one 
archivist’s experience of assessment within his museum’s context.  Are they performing 
it similarly or differently from peers outside of museums?  This question is of particular 
interest given the proliferation of evaluation occurring around these departments in both 
the library science and museum studies arenas.  Art museum archives are a small group 
within museum information professionals, perhaps in part due to the fact that not all art 
museums maintain archives, leaving the population of archivists small and with fewer 
direct peers than those in other branches of archiving or museum information work.  The 
lack of archival assessment’s presence in the literature and in practice is possibly a 
contributing factor to the lack of confidence archivists maintain regarding evaluation.  In 
addition, the small population size or museum archivists paired with the competing 
standards and demands of the registrar, curation, public relations, overarching 
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administration, and marketing likely cause the population to go even more 
underrepresented in scholarship. 
Additionally, research has largely neglected the preparation and infrastructure that 
needs to be in place prior to assessment.  The research also does not provide answers to 
what archivists do with the evaluation data they have collected beyond benchmarking 
against other institutions and pleasing administrators.  Anne Bahde and Heather 
Smedgberg theorize the factors that contribute to why archivists prove resistant to 
participate in evaluation in their article “Measuring the Magic: Assessment in the Special 
Collections and Archives Classroom.” xiii  While listing potential obstacles is a passing 
point of interest in their paper, determining these stumbling blocks is essential to 
discovering the conditions that impel archivists to initiate evaluation and how those 
conditions impact an archivist’s ability to make decisions regarding evaluation.  This 
explanation could indicate how archivists can prepare themselves, their employees and 
coworkers, and their administration to create an assessment-friendly environment, one 
that provides them infrastructure and peer support throughout the evaluation efforts.  The 
explanation could also reveal how archivists either leverage or underutilize the data after 
its collection, including how they might effectively use the data to achieve funding goals 
or influence internal decision-making.  It is my hope to examine a diversity of 
experiences from which other archivists might learn and that they can adapt to their own 
contexts. 
In the interest of recognizing the particular needs of this neglected area of study, I 
will focus my investigation on the conditions that allow and facilitate or prevent 
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evaluation in art museum archives in the United States by addressing the following series 
of questions: 
1. How do art museum archivists conceive of the purpose of evaluation in their 
archives?  
2. What impels art museum archivists to commence evaluation? 
3. How do art museum archivists become aware of and select evaluation methods 
appropriate to the purposes of their institutions? 
4. How do art museum archivists learn to implement and troubleshoot their 
evaluation methods?  
5. Are the evaluation methods successful in fulfilling the purposes for which they 
were intended? 
As a subgroup that contends with the political and internal challenges that sweep 
across the full spectrum of the larger archival discipline and more, the answers to these 
questions can potentially apply to any type of archives. 
Terminology 
 
I employ the terms ‘assessment’ and ‘evaluation’ interchangeably under a 
definition related to both Conway and Proffitt’s “archival collections assessment” as 
defined in their 2011 OCLC report, as well as to Michael Quinn Patton’s definition of 
program evaluation as defined in his 1982 book Practical Evaluation.  Assessment and 
evaluation for the purpose of this study are defined as the “systematic, purposeful 
gathering of information about archival collections,” operations, and users to determine 
“the extent to which the goals and objectives” of the archives or institution “are being 
attained.” xiv
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Literature Review 
As art museum archives stand firmly with one foot in the museum world and one 
foot in the library science and archival worlds, this literature review covers the literature 
on assessment in both realms.  It begins with archives and how their assessment literature 
fits within library science as a whole before moving on to how evaluation is traditionally 
conducted in museums and why it is valued. The literature review of museum evaluation 
is far briefer than the archival section because the museum literature is in overwhelming 
agreement over approach to and mechanisms for evaluation.   
Assessment in Archives 
 
In order to discuss the evaluation literature on archives, one must first examine 
the literature on library science, as library science approaches to assessment have laid the 
groundwork for archival assessment approaches.  Since the early 1980s, management 
literature within the field of library and information science has pursued how evaluation 
can answer management concerns about efficiency and efficacy. The framework for the 
research on metrics generally falls into a division based on the intended audience for the 
presentation of conclusions, namely internal, institutional, or external audiences. xv  
Results intended for use by an internal audience usually concern a departmental effort to 
analyze workflows and services for managerial purposes and do not necessarily fall 
within the priorities of the larger institution. xvi  Results for an institutional audience often 
focus on data-supported conclusions showing the department’s ability to meet the larger 
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organization’s priorities, particularly those outlined by the budgetary branch or 
board members. xvii  Lastly, results for an external audience are primarily intended for the 
public to which the department is held accountable or is meant to serve, such as patrons 
or taxpayers. xviii 
All three delineations must be present to conduct a full evaluation of a library or 
archives.  For instance, the effective performance of internal tasks—such as maintenance 
of linear units held, processing new collections, digitization of materials, and the creation 
of finding aids or catalogue records—influences the performance quality of patron-
centered services—such as assisting patrons, providing instruction, designing programs, 
and addressing permission requests. To assess each branch individually, one must 
examine both. Similarly, to address an audience beyond the internal, one must 
acknowledge the relationship between an informed and satisfied higher management and 
an informed and satisfied public. As Anne Bahde and Heather Smedberg argue in their 
article “Measuring the Magic: Assessment in the Special Collections and Archives 
Classroom,” the Great Recession sparked a new paradigm within archives and special 
collections that integrates the execution and measurement of internal services with the 
larger institution’s priorities and activities. xix  As the upper management of an 
institution—whether public or private—is responsible for public relations, it follows that 
creating a contented public falls within larger institutional priorities, whether stated 
outright or implied.   
Library literature traditionally maintained a divide between addressing how to 
assess internal tasks and outward-facing tasks.  However, textbooks have recently bucked 
that trend that trend by shifting towards a greater incorporation of measures of user 
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experience and service outputs alongside internal benchmarking.  Since the mid- to late 
1990s, this has grown from simply suggesting how to track gate counts, the number of 
books requested through interlibrary loan, and the number of circulation or reference 
transactions.  Instead, the literature has shifted towards assessing the nature and success 
of facilities’ use, interactions with users, and community outreach.  Even so, the 
conclusions from the SAA-RBMS/ACRL joint task force suggest that common data 
collection is still largely focused only on basic counts rather than this newer efficacy-
oriented evaluation. xx 
The delineation between assessment of inward-facing activities like workflows 
and outward-facing activities like services remains consistent throughout the literature on 
assessment in archives.  Take the outward-facing assessment research: Wendy M. Duff, 
Jean Dryden, Carrie Limkilde, Joan Cherry, and Ellie Bogomazova focus on user-based 
evaluation, as do Elizabeth Yakel and Helen Tibbo; Anne Bahde and Heather Smedberg 
focus on evaluation of outreach through teaching; and Jacques Grimard and Lucie Pagé 
focus on programming evaluation. xxi  All of their research takes one particular area of 
assessment within outward-facing tasks without inclusion or overlap with inward-facing 
assessment, such as collections assessment, the focus of Martha O’Hara Conway and 
Merrillee Proffitt, or resource expenditures, the focus of Linda Bennett and Zoe 
Loveland. xxii 
Despite myriad advantages, as well as the larger library field participating actively 
in assessment, archives have fallen behind in implementing measures and metrics for 
evaluation and benchmarking. xxiii  Whether the primary obstacles to engagement are due 
to a lack of leadership on the topic from the archivists’ primary professional 
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organizations for standards and best practices or—as Badhe and Smedberg outline—the 
intimidation of time, difficulty in identifying a metric that fully captures staff 
contribution, the volume and diversity of literacies on which archival staff have to 
educate, lack of training on executing evaluation, or fear of evaluation results and how to 
effectively overcome them is unclear. xxiv  
In his 2004 article “Program Evaluation and Archives: “Appraising” Archival 
Work and Achievements,” Jacques Grimard calls for a closer look at the theory—the 
‘why’—of evaluation in order to encourage its adoption in a large scale way.  However, 
the theory underpinning the value and philosophies of assessment is well documented in 
the library literature and can be applied to an archival setting with relatively little 
alteration.  Admittedly, the theory has gone largely unacknowledged in archival practice, 
perhaps, as Grimard argues, because of the lack of inclusion and training in the 
instruction process and archives-specific textbooks. xxv  Another contributing factor might 
be the comparative lack of visible models of evidence-based practice in archival settings, 
which requires tailoring from what librarians have been practicing in their settings for 
decades. xxvi 
While this literature review shares the relevant articles regarding evaluation in 
archives, professional organizations like the Society of American Archivists (SAA) are 
only just making recommendations on evaluation measures as the library and information 
science community conceive of them presently.  In the 1980s, the SAA did produce an 
assessment handbook entitled Evaluation of Archival Institutions: Services, Principles, 
and Guide to Self-Study. xxvii  The handbook, however, is only useful as an indicator that 
evaluation had seeped into the awareness of the organization.  It splits it focus between 
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how to meet accreditation requirements and defining what evaluation is in general terms.  
The outline of the principles of archival management is divided into compiling statistical 
and descriptive data, conducting self-assessment, and requesting for another archivist to 
visit the institution for a peer review. xxviii  While this handbook introduces the principles 
of assessment formally to the archival community, the trials of how to acquire and apply 
the skills needed to manage an evaluation project prevent the document from serving as a 
useful guide.  With this as the professional standard until the joint task force produced 
their recommendation in 2017, one can understand why archives lag behind libraries and 
museums in implementing evaluation. 
The discipline has not gone entirely without professional organizational 
leadership since the 1980s.  In 2011, Conway & Proffitt composed an OCLC report on 
archival collection assessment recommendations.  In the introduction to that report, they 
noted that the recommendations were drawn from “existing surveys that can be used as-is 
by, or serve as models for librarians, archivists, and others who are considering 
collections assessment to meet one or several institutional needs.” xxix  This purview is 
quite common among recommendation guidelines.  Writers tend to choose one section of 
assessment, in this case collections’ assessment, and then discuss how to use particular 
tools or approaches to conduct that assessment.  While choosing an area of assessment 
and outlining how to address that module is key to assisting archivists in performing 
evaluation, it largely neglects how to create an environment friendly to evaluation.  The 
investigation into environment and infrastructure comprises both the theory behind the 
importance of evaluation, as well as the elements that support or prevent its introduction 
and completion. 
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While a number of tools developed by libraries can be applied to the archival 
context, one of the tools tailored especially to archives is the one developed by the 
Archival Metrics Project.  As the creators Elizabeth Yakel and Helen Tibbo convincingly 
argue in their 2010 research on the usefulness and viability of the tool, “[t]he 
administration and use of primary sources [in archives] are sufficiently different from 
libraries that they deserve tools that appropriately measure service to users.” xxx  This 
realization of evaluation’s value as tailored to archives, as well as the need for agreed-
upon definitions and terminology stated clearly in Patricia J. Methven’s 1990 article 
“Performance measurement and standards,” has spurred the SAA to establish two joint 
task forces with RMBS in the past three years on units used to measure collection sizes 
and on public services.  This shows a dramatic step up in support for assessment, 
providing a hopeful instance of how the discipline has progressed in supporting and 
understanding evaluation.  The progress is staggering when compared to the lack of 
guidance provided by the handbook produced by SAA in the early 1980s.  The 
organization has made significant strides in enabling and encouraging archivists to 
participate in evaluation; archivists now have practical evaluation measures that everyone 
can agree upon and use in order to establish benchmarks across institutions in the 
discipline.  This is also the enactment of the suggestion from Grimard back in 2004 that 
archival professionals need more access to how assessment can be interpreted and 
tailored specifically to an archival setting.  As was noted in the “Measuring the Magic” 
article by Bahde and Smedberg, one of the obstacles that might hinder archivists is lack 
of experience and guidance with assessment.  These two reports from the joint task forces 
are working to remedy that situation by providing much-needed standards.  Without 
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them, archivists are forced to engineer standards and perform the tailoring of assessment 
from other spheres that, frankly, they do not have the time nor often the background to 
perform. 
While Grimard is correct that addressing the theory of assessment in archival texts 
would raise the visibility of evaluative practices in the minds of archivists, what remains 
virtually unaddressed is an early and vital layer in the ‘how’ of evaluation.  As discussed 
above, much of the literature addresses discrete segments of evaluation and the tools used 
to perform it.  This leaves out investigation into the conditions that enable assessment in 
the first place or that hinder it from progressing to completion.  The SAA/RMBS 
taskforce surveyed archival professionals regarding what measures and metrics that they 
found most relevant to establish discipline standards.  Using this data, the taskforce 
released their standards and recommendations regarding evaluation for public services in 
2017.  I have chosen to interview art museum archivists to produce case studies that seek 
to reveal the underlying causes that inspire participation and approaches that facilitate a 
streamlined shift into evaluation.  This focus addresses the gap in the literature, which 
primarily covers the more technical aspects rather than the infrastructural or contextual 
factors.  The only researchers who have moved beyond speculation in this aspect of 
assessment’s ‘how’ are Wendy Duff, Jean Dryden, Carrie Limkilde, et. al. In their 2008 
article “Archivists’ Views of User-Based Evaluation: Benefits, Barriers, and 
Requirements.” xxxi  The barriers shared in the focus groups for this study named three 
primary barriers: “money to hire outside experts, time to conduct user-based evaluation 
research in-house, and expertise.”  This confirms the speculation introduced by Bahde 
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and Smedberg, as well as Grimard’s assertion that archivists need to be trained in why 
and how to conduct assessment as part of their early professional education.   
As noted early in the literature review, library science literature has gradually 
begun to emphasize user- and service-focused evaluation.  Duff, et. al. point out that, 
despite decades of encouragement from some individuals in the field, a select few 
archivists are only just beginning to track more than basic information about their users in 
order to better serve current users and to draw in potential users. xxxii  Since archives have 
consistently followed library science trends in assessment approaches and foci, then 
perhaps this type of assessment will play a greater role in the literature in the coming 
decades, as it did with libraries beginning in the mid- to late 1990s.   
The “Archivists’ Views of User-Based Evaluation” authors’ reasoning as to why 
it is essential to capture archivists’ attitudes regarding assessment also models the 
reasoning behind the purpose and value of this study:  
The research reported here…explores what archivists think about conducting 
user-based evaluation and what they currently do.  We must understand the 
viewpoints and actions of archivists, as well as their concerns, if we are to build 
robust tools to aid in gathering user feedback. xxxiii 
 
Duff et. al.’s article focuses on understanding attitudes and barriers towards 
evaluation in user-based study while this study hopes to identify the attitudes and 
infrastructure that enable or prevent evaluation generally.  Perhaps part of the findings 
will include the realization that it is types of evaluation like the user-based evaluation 
called for by Duff, et. al. that archivists feel least prepared for and most intimidated by, 
while more straightforwardly qualitative counts such as tracking number of collections 
processed in a month or number of hours devoted to program planning are carried out, as 
they are more manageable. 
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Assessment in Museums 
 
Like libraries, museums have also enthusiastically entered the age of    
assessment. xxxiv  Museum evaluation is so well developed that it already encompasses 
topics from the ethics of assessment to evaluation for microclimate controls to evaluation 
for virtual museums. xxxv  As described in the libraries and archives section of the 
literature review, the lack of well-established standards for evaluation indicates the 
general lack of use of evaluation in that aspect of the discipline.  The precise opposite 
holds true in museums; standards abound for evaluation in museums, including 
recommendations from significant professional organizations that set discipline 
standards, such as the Institute of Museum and Library Services. xxxvi  The most popular 
areas for museum evaluation include visitor studies, microclimate studies, programming 
or education evaluation, and exhibition evaluation, along with the typical institutional 
evaluation area of finance. 
In terms of exhibition and programming assessment, museum studies programs, 
museum studies textbooks, and museum journals have standardized the process of 
performing evaluation into four stages:  
1. Front-end evaluation, which examines a project or function concept before 
resources are formally dedicated to it, such as with a new exhibition idea.   
2. Formative evaluation, which examines a project or function as the concept is in 
development, such as while a new exhibition is prototyped.   
3. Remedial evaluation, which examines a project or function after its unveiling or 
implementation, such as after a new exhibition opens. 
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4. Summative evaluation, which examines a project or function in its totality after 
the planning and initial troubleshooting steps are complete and it has been 
operational for a time, such as once a new exhibition is approaching or already 
closed. xxxvii 
Each department in a museum is generally expected to maintain their own regular 
assessment protocols.  For visitors’ services, employees or interns conduct footpath 
surveys; the conservation or preservation department maintains daily logs of 
environmental factors like temperature and humidity; the curatorial staff perform 
exhibition reviews to examine whether the narrative they intended was apparent; in the 
lectures & courses department, counts of attendees and type of attendees are key to 
understanding who the programming is reaching and which populations still need more 
tailored targeting; even the gift shop keeps records on what items sell best and which 
products do not move.  And these are by no means exhaustive—they only outline a few 
assessment modules a department might be expected to run.   
It is important to note, however, that assessment in museums has only become 
standard in roughly the last decade, though, like evidence-based librarianship, scholarship 
on evaluation in museum studies exists from the late 1970s and early 1980s forward. xxxviii  
Despite the recency of the surge in evaluation, the attitude that a museum cannot be 
expected to thrive without assessment measures in place abounds in both scholarly and 
professional museum literature. xxxix   
Evaluation for museums generally holds for art museums particularly without 
much need for individualized evaluation approaches, since the metrics or measures 
selected for examination tend to hold across all types of museums that contain artifacts 
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and accept visitors.  However, upon searching for art museum archivists to interview, I 
discovered how few art museums—even larger, well-respected ones—maintain an 
archives.  This lack of archival departments suggests one major factor contributing to 
museum archives lagging behind in visibly participating in evaluation and the discourse 
around it.   
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Methods 
In order to answer the research questions, I originally intended to conduct a series 
of semi-structured interviews with a selection of art museum archivists in order to build 
case studies of representational art museum archives of different sizes, foci, budget, and 
affiliation.  I selected these institutions through a purposive sample to capture these 
distinct categories.  By organizing the case studies around these categories, I aimed to 
determine if the categories influence the way archivists are approaching assessment.  I 
supposed that if they do not, the inclusion of the commonalities shared across institution 
profiles could attest to the strength of those approaches to effective assessment.  This 
intention evolved into a deeper investigation into one case study rather than several with 
an institution that fulfilled multiple categories and represents a common size for archives, 
resulting in this archives facing many of the hindrances and advantages known to those 
contexts.   
I coded the interview transcript to identify both the effective aspects and 
hindrances around assessment by associating all of the responses given through the 
course of the interview with the relevant question.  The coded material forms the content 
of the case study and dictates the conclusions drawn from my analysis. 
Study Participant 
 
I selected the pool of participants for the case study from archivists working 
within or managing art museum archives in the United States who have planned or 
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participated in evaluation.  I selected the art museum profiles listed below intending to 
display a diversity of size, focus, affiliation, and financial heft:   
(1) National art museum;  
(2) Single focus art museum;  
(3) Single artist art museum;  
(4) Collector based art museum; and  
(5) University affiliated art museum. 
I selected institutions within those categories through a purposive sample of art museum 
archivists working at nationally and internationally renowned museums, and with whom I 
share a direct or secondary professional connection: 
(1) National Gallery of Art;  
(2) Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of Contemporary Native Arts;  
(3) Georgia O’Keeffe Museum (Clyfford Still Museum as back up);  
(4) Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum (The Frick Collection as back up);  
(5) Harvard Art Museums.  
Within those institutions, I contacted the head archivists and requested their participation 
as subjects in this study, as their expertise both in archival principles and in the 
management of their institutions’ archives would provide the richest data for case studies.  
Potential participants were advised that the data would not be anonymized.  The 
institutions selected for participation are famous institutions.  Thus their employees are 
accustomed both to serving as representatives for their institution, and have experience 
with accommodating or setting standards for the discipline.  As a result, they are 
accustomed to the idea of being identified in interviews and in research.  Members of the 
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archives field tend to be an open community as regards sharing professional experience.  
Moreover, they are invested in assisting with research, particularly if that research might 
benefit the discipline, as evidenced by highly active professional listservs. To increase 
likelihood of participation, I selected archivists with whom I have a professional 
relationship or with whom colleagues share a professional relationship.  While this 
recruitment method creates a biased sample, the institutions invited to participate in the 
interviews were selected to construct a deliberately diverse group of case studies, 
representing a variety of museum types and sizes.  The purpose of this diversity of 
institutions was to allow an investigation into how differences in structure and focus 
might alter the explanations as to why archivists participate in evaluation, how that 
evaluation proceeds, and what they do with the data and conclusions after evaluation is 
complete.   
I recruited participants by contacting them through their professional email.  The 
details of this recruitment email, along with all other recruitment materials, can be found 
in Appendix I.  I sent the guide to the interview questions (Appendix II) by email to 
subjects after their agreement to participate.  The advance inclusion of the guide, the non-
sensitive nature of the interview questions, and the exclusion of any sensitive or 
potentially damaging information from the coding of the interview transcripts also 
represent compelling reasons why anonymity was not necessary.  I had the expectation 
that not all the institutions selected would wish to be involved in this research, and, in 
fact, archivists at all but one of the selected institutions declined to participate.  The 
remainder of this paper will focus on the Institute of American Indian Arts Museum of 
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Contemporary Native Arts, whose head and sole archivist Ryan Flahive graciously 
assisted me in my data collection.   
Data Collection 
 
 The interview was conducted in a semi-structured format.  This allowed for 
efficient use of time while also permitting flexibility to explore unexpected particularities 
in the approach to evaluation.  It was impossible to anticipate all possible sources of 
relevant data, thus, the guide provided a baseline for the interview structure while still 
allowing space for delving into new ideas brought up during the interview.   
To pilot the interview questions, I enlisted the critical assistance of two archivists: 
(1) Denise Anthony, my advisor, professor of archives and records management at UNC, 
and one of the principal investigators of the Institute of Museum and Library Services 
fellowship “Learning from Artists’ Archives: Preparing Next Generation Art Information 
Professionals through Partnerships with North Carolina’s Artists’ Archives;” and (2) 
Kelsey Moen, fellow of the “Learning from Artists’ Archives” fellowship and graduate of 
UNC’s dual library science and art history master’s degree.   
 In constructing the interview questions, I developed a series of themed questions 
around (1) institutional demographics, (2) general evaluation information, (3) 
successfully completed evaluation projects, (4) incomplete or unsuccessful evaluation 
projects, and (5) if no evaluation projects have been undertaken.  This structure allows 
me to gather contextual data in order to investigate how context influences the manner in 
which evaluation is approached.  Sections (2) through (4) allow me to gather information 
on specific projects and the infrastructure around them, which will yield much richer data 
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than speaking of evaluation in the abstract. Section (5) allows me to examine what factors 
specifically have prevented evaluation up to this point. 
 The interview was conducted through video conference using Zoom, a program 
available through the School of Information & Library Science.  Zoom allows for 
recording of sessions and keeps the technical barriers to participation low.  Zoom 
conference sessions only require a participant to click on a link in order to join.  At the 
start of the interview, I reiterated that the interview was being recorded, and that 
answering any and all questions was optional.  I conducted the virtual interview in one of 
the conference rooms available specifically for that purpose on the third floor of Manning 
Hall, where the School of Information & Library Science is housed.  This provided a 
professional backdrop, quiet, and assured privacy.  To ensure that the subject also entered 
the interview with a level of familiarity, I emailed the interview guide beforehand, as 
previously mentioned.  This prevented any unpleasant surprises during the course of the 
interview, and allowed an opportunity to avoid answers divulging sensitive information.  
As the data collected is not anonymized, allowing time to pre-screen responses for 
potentially harmful information before participation in the interview ensures professional 
protection. Also, to avoid any professional discomfort or harm, my advisor, Professor 
Denise Anthony, and I reviewed the coded transcripts resulting from the interview to 
ensure that all information included in the final paper is suitable for public consumption.  
Additionally, advance notice of the questions created an opportunity for review of the 
institution’s evaluation projects to decide which specific ones are most illustrative.   
In order to ensure that my subject was fully aware of how I planned to handle the 
data gleaned from their interview, I included a description of data collection, security, 
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and analysis in the body of the follow up email (Appendix I).  Once the interview was 
concluded, I transcribed the audio recording using Express Scribe, available through and 
recommended by SILS.  After interview transcription, I conducted a preliminary 
scrubbing of potentially sensitive information, then proceeded to coding the transcripts.  
Further details regarding the data analysis are included in the following section.  In 
accordance with IRB Level II Data Security requirements, the recording of the 
interviews, the raw transcripts, and the coded data remain on my ONYEN secured 
OneDrive provided by UNC.  After publication of the results, I will delete in full the 
audio recordings and transcriptions. 
Data Analysis 
 
 After initial editing of the transcription, I coded the transcript to identify 
information vital to the context, planning, implementation, hindrances, and problem 
solving of evaluation, and to provide a basic outline of the institution type and the scope 
of the interviewee’s archives.  The rationale for providing a rough profile of the 
institution is to address Dugan, et al.’s assertion that archivists must consider evaluation 
in the context of their particular establishment for it to be useful in decision-making and 
advocacy. xl  By meeting this imperative, readers will better understand why and how the 
institution made the evaluation decisions it did.  Only the coded portions of the 
transcript—sections of the interview relevant to the questions asked of assessment and its 
context—held the potential for inclusion in the master’s paper.  
The research questions, along with the descriptive qualities, define a broad initial 
and hierarchical coding frame from which I subsequently inductively coded sub themes 
through open coding after the transcription was prepared.  The main themes, then, are (1) 
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institutional demographics; (2) purpose of evaluation; (3) elements that force or allow for 
evaluation; (4) evaluation selection methods; (5) evaluation methods & skills awareness; 
(6) troubleshooting techniques; (7) elements of successful evaluation; (8) elements of 
unsuccessful evaluation.  
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Results 
 Below is the edited transcript from the interview with Ryan Flahive, which took 
place on 9 April 2019 via the video conference application Zoom.  Flahive joined the 
meeting from his office in the IAIA, and I joined from the conference room in Manning 
Hall, SILS’ building on UNC’s campus.  The transcript was edited first for sensitive 
information, followed by an elimination of commentary that did not pertain to the 
previously stated themes of (1) institutional demographics; (2) purpose of evaluation; (3) 
elements that force or allow for evaluation; (4) evaluation selection methods; (5) 
evaluation methods & skills awareness; (6) troubleshooting techniques; (7) elements of 
successful evaluation; (8) elements of unsuccessful evaluation.   
Transcript 
 
[Ryan Flahive, archivist at the Institute of American Indian Arts] 
[Consent for participating and having the interview recorded given.] 
Q: At which institution do you work?  
A: Institute of American Indian Arts, which is actually, our real name, federally 
chartered, the Institute of American Indian and Alaskan Native Arts and Culture 
development. 
Q: Is your institution independent or integrated into a larger institution or network? 
A: My archives is within the 501C3, the IAIA.  My archives works within the library 
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structure, which works under the academic team. 
Q: What is the stated mission of your institution? 
A: The institution, "to empower creativity and leadership in Native arts and culture 
through higher education, lifelong learning, and outreach." And...I have a purpose 
statement [for the archives] rather than a mission statement.  So the Archives of the 
Institute of American Indian Arts is to collect, preserve, interpret, and provide access to 
the documentary history of IAIA, Contemporary Native Art Movement, and American 
Indian education. 
Q: What is the scope and size of your institution’s collection? 
A: The institution, we've been collecting artwork from our students since 1962, so we 
have almost 9000 pieces of contemporary native art from roughly the mid '50s 
forward.  My archives that I manage is still growing, is still building.  It didn't have a 
budget until 2007, and I got here in January of '09, and they had somebody here for 
maybe 9 months before I got here.  So, when I got here, it was about 75 cubic ft, and then 
a bunch of unprocessed.  Everything was unprocessed except that 75 ft.  We're now at 
about 500 cubic feet of processed papers, 60,000 processed images, about 6000 pieces of 
A/V, a bunch of oversize.  So we're still small, but my backlog is roughly 1200 boxes, 
1200 cubic feet.  And it grows all the time.  Like I could go over to the offsite storage 
unit tomorrow and get 800 boxes if I wanted.  They've been storing stuff in the offsite 
storage for 10 years prior to me taking the job.  We have no records management 
program, so I literally get stuff dumped at my door.  People leave stuff at their door, at 
my door, and it's just them cleaning their office, and that's my job.  It's constant 
triage.  That's how I manage it.  So when I talk about my holdings, I'm always digging 
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through the unprocessed stuff because I know there's something there, so I'm always 
digging through it to supplement what I can find within the processed collections... We're 
in a Melon grant planning the grant right now for the research center... we have an artists' 
archives of roughly 7500 native artists that's been building since the early '70s.  They're 
basically biographical vertical files, but they can have everything from slides and 
everything else.  That's by far my most used collection and the one we pay most attention 
to making sure they're up to date because they're what our students want to see.  Our 
students aren't going to come in and request MSS collections.  They want the one stop 
shop.  In terms of my holdings, it's kind of all over the place.  
Q: How does the archival collection serve the rest of the institution or the public?  Who’s 
your audience and how are you serving them?  
A: I've been able to form [how I serve my audience] a little bit.  A lot of historical 
literacy goes on through my dept.  For example, when I first got here, when I came for 
my interview, I looked at the website...and I saw this statement that IAIA was created by 
an executive order of John F Kennedy...When I got here and I'm here for 4-5 months, I'm 
thinking, is this true?  So I called the JFK library and checked on all the executive orders, 
and it wasn't true.  So one of my very first things that I did was have a meeting with the 
president about what they have on the website and completely rewrite it.  That led into 
Dr. Martin, our president, asking me to do a formal history presentation for the board of 
trustees.  Now the board of trustees is presidentially appointed.  It's a very political board 
[who aren’t information professionals]. So they needed some education.  And that has 
turned into really me going to all the new transfer students, all the new freshmen, art 
history classes.  Our indigenous 103, which is an intro course.  I give roughly 20-25 
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history presentations a semester.  That is one of my primary services is historical 
literacy.  Most of my researchers are from out of town or out of state.  They're from the 
Heard.  I see the same group of researchers every few years because they're cycling 
through their fellowships and their sabbaticals and coming through...I have quite a few 
magazines and newspapers that lean on me because I don't charge publication fees.  I 
choose not to because even if I did, it would go into the black hole that is the general 
budget—I don't see that money.  So I have really 2 reasons not to charge fees.  But those 
folks keep coming back.  [I’ve] done a couple of publications.  Did Celebrating 
Difference, which was the 50th anniversary celebration book.  Really written from 
students, and it's written out of the archives.  So I used 75 images from the archives, 
published 4 primary sources as appendices, I used a full oral history in full transcript, and 
then got 2 people to write essays using the same set of primary sources that were in the 
back of the book.  So it's really my outreach piece, so when I go to my presentations, this 
[book shows] what is here for you, and it's got a full bibliography.  It's led into a lot of 
work with our curator of collections at the museum.  She and I work really closely to talk 
about the importance of the artists and the art to the movement, to the contemporary 
native art movement, and how the archives can supplement it.  That’s really what we're 
looking at with this Melon grant is to combine the archives and museum collection into 
one shop and to completely change the structure.  When we're talking about evaluation, 
we're in this process right now.  We're in this three year process on can we do this and 
how can we do this and what do we have to improve.  So I'm kind of all over the map.  I 
do stuff for public art.  I do stuff for the museum, of course.  I train their docents.  I've 
guest lectured a number of classes, I teach archives on campus—we have Museum 234 
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and Museum 260 is my oral history class, so the archives are very much integrated into 
both of those classes, as well… 
Q: How does that supervisory or administrative structure work in terms of who the 
archives answers to and who they answer to? 
A: Ultimately I answer to our library director.  Our library director answers to the dean of 
academics.  Dean of academics answers to the president.  The president answers to the 
board… I tend to be a very communicative person with my colleagues, who run 
everything by everybody before I do anything.  If I have a question, I'll usually do the 
project, then pass it to them and say 'is this okay?'… There are some pitfalls to being a 
one man shop, but there are definitely some benefits.   
Q: Speaking of staff numbers, how many employees does the museum employ?  
A: [IAIA employs] about 104 staff members total, another maybe 65 faculty, and another 
65 adjunct.  So our total employee mode is right around 250 for the entire 
institution.  Right now there's 4 of us in the library right now.  There's supposed to be 
5.  And I'm all by myself.   
Q: Would you mind sharing the institution as well as the archives annual budget? 
A: The Institution's annual budget, we got 9.2 million in congressional 
appropriations.  So we are congressionally chartered.  That puts us at the level of the 
Smithsonian, which says that the government is responsible for our financial wellbeing 
but they can't tell us how to spend the money.  So 9.2 million from Congress.  I'm not 
sure what we bring in in private monies.  It probably puts our total budget around 11, if I 
had to guess.  I'm lucky I get paid.  I have to write grants for my boxes and folders.  I get 
a couple thousand dollars for conferences and whatnot.  That's it.  So technically the 
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archives budget is my travel budget.   
Q: Could you elaborate on how your archives fits into the larger institution and how that 
works? 
A: I have to do everything that comes to my door.  Everything from doing the appraisal, I 
go to donors homes and collect their stuff.  If I need to clean their bathroom and rake 
their yard, I do that too.  I had an 18 month courting of a donor that was a learning 
experience that was an experience for sure… She ran me ragged about three times a 
month… I work a lot with the museum.  My job description I get to rewrite every January 
to have it reflect what I actually do.  I don't get a whole lot of time to process.  If I get 10 
hours a week to process, that's good.  Because most of my time is spent filling 
DropBoxes for patrons, doing emails, taking care of internal reference questions—I get 
those all the time from the registrar, from the faculty.  Grants take up a huge piece of my 
time.  Finding money to support projects, really advocating and outreach.  I spend a lot of 
time doing exhibits. I've curated about 7 exhibits since I've been here.  
Q: So do they hand that curatorial aspect over to you or are you collaborating pretty 
closely?  
A: I collaborate.   Now, I have my own little exhibit space in the hallway outside the 
library, so I'll do I've done a couple photography exhibits, since it's kind of ready-
made.  Do a couple panels, put it up. But down in the museum I collaborate with curator 
of collections, who I work with often, Tatyana.  And we work together often to 
contextualize the work.  If there's one criticism I have of art museums, it's that they don't 
contextualize the work as much as they should.  Coming from a history museum 
background, that's kind of where I've plugged myself into that exhibition concept, so I've 
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kind of fallen wherever.  I started the staff council here… So I basically kind of 
unionized the staff in a very soft way with the president.  So I've done a lot of things.  It's 
a little institution, really tiny, and it allows for a lot of freedom.  So if you have a good 
idea, they don't say no… They give me a very long leash.   
Q: The next section is the meat of things for the project.  Have you performed assessment 
before, and if so, in which area of the archives and why?  
A: Assessment, evaluation basically means systematic data collection, correct? So, my 
data collection is kind of ad hock.  I collect data from my patrons who are coming in, 
who's using what photographs, what's being published.  I try to keep track of all my email 
and phone references, so that I can see if I'm reaching people the right way.  It's very ad 
hock.  When I need to gather numbers, that's when I gather numbers.  This Melon grant, 
for example, I've needed to gather numbers and realized that since 2009 to 2018, my 
patronship has gone up 277%.  We didn't have an online presence before I got here, so 
that was a huge piece.  The book helped too.  I get evaluated in archival education.  So 
my archives class gets evaluated both by the students and by peer faculty, so there's 
formal evaluation going on about the archival education that I provide.  I do track student 
use.  That's an assessment project we did as a library.  We're tracking student use and 
primarily student use of artist files.  About 2-3 years ago, we had to do an assessment 
project for our accreditation self study, so they wanted to know how were students using 
the archives and was it being effective and how were they using it, so we did a little 
project that way.   
Q: In terms of when you do end up performing this evaluation, is it sort of a grant process 
that requires it or is your administrator ever asking for evaluation? Basically what 
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inspires evaluation, especially the more formal type? 
A: I guess the evaluation is kind of—we don't really benchmark.  We create our own 
benchmarks and we work off of those benchmarks because it's very difficult for me to 
find institutions through which I can benchmark.  Finding institutions in my position is 
very difficult; finding people who do kind of what I do is really hard because they operate 
in a different context.  I have a few institutions that I talk to on the regular.  I talk to the 
Heard.  I talk to the Philmont… The Art Institute of Chicago has a little archive.  So I talk 
to other folks about what services they provide, which systems they're using, to see if 
there's something else I can do.  I'm just switching over to ArchivesSpace.  I've been 
using ArchivistToolkit since 2011…It's a big process, but it was necessary because one 
thing that we're doing internally that we're just now realizing is our system of external 
hard drives is not terribly secure.  Like our IT department has never thought of giving us 
100 terabytes on the server for data.  We have three people in our IT department and they 
specialize in [more of the day to day facilities assistance].  So we spent maybe 4 months 
getting ready for this move into ArchivesSpace and figuring out the wrapped metadata 
for the URIs.  That's making me absolutely crazy thinking about well, I have to go to IT 
and get this digital repository built for both us and the museum.  The museum collection 
we've been digitizing rapidly.  Those are giant raw files that need saved.  So the internal 
evaluation of our digital preservation is ongoing all the time.  And I have to drive that 
because [it’s not part of IT’s purview].  So we're testing out some Amazon buckets to see 
if we can start building URIs for ArchivesSpace and consistently talk to folks about how 
they manage that.  The evaluation comes when it's necessary.  My supervisor asks me for 
numbers about quarterly for a board report.  We do work plans, so there will be a work 
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plan and an objective and a time table, and we have to update on that.  Usually that's like 
ok we'll have x number of students look at this stuff, we're going to have it done by here 
and this is the outcome.  [Though the board reports don’t] take primary place. Like right 
now, my work plan is to get ArchivesSpace up and running.  Right now, that is my 
number one goal.  Want it done by June 30th to launch it live.  Because we've been using 
[another] online archive which is [an old] clunky database.  And that's another thing, the 
references services.  I know how clunky my databases are, but I don't have money for my 
databases.  I have to rely on my consortiums.   
Q: Speaking of it being so ad hock and tight, is there a budget that gets allotted for 
evaluation or assessment time?  
A: No, like I said, I'm lucky to get paid.   
Q: So timeframe is just quarterly for the return on those reports?  
A: Sometimes.  Sometimes I have a grant that pops up and I have 4 days.  My grant 
person calls and says ‘Hey Ryan, I know you need money for this next book.  We need 
numbers from you.  We need to know how this book is going to be used and who's going 
to be reading it.’   
Q: In terms of being able to give them those numbers on short notice, do you just 
generally monitor numbers that you can just give or are you digging back in your 
memory?  
A: I can dig back in my email with keywords and find stuff.  I keep kind of monthly 
activity reports for myself, so I maintain my monthly activity reports, what happens each 
day that's of significance: big projects, meetings, professional development, board 
meetings, that kind of stuff.  So I kind of have an idea of it.  And then if I need to have 
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qualitative data from my researchers—Because I am the kind of archivists where you 
need to talk to me for a half hour before I show you anything.  I'm not going to give you 
access to any boxes until you tell me what you need.  So I have a pre and post visit 
interview that I do that I kind of jot down.  So I do kind of informal evaluation of my 
own services.  A lot of my patrons go to those other institutions that I mentioned, so we 
[the archivists] often talk about our patrons and what they need.  And then the patrons 
and I talk about the other institutions and what they provide.  So what that does is provide 
me a little bit, a couple ideas.  Like I know the Heard manages a really well run 
small library within the archives, and the archives and the library really work together 
well.  That's not something that we do very well.  So when I looked at that with Mario 
[Klimiades, archivist at the Heard], he's been there for maybe 30 years… But we get a lot 
of the same researchers, so we're always talking about it.   
I have this collection of Smithsonian ethnographic photographs that doesn't really fit my 
collection scope, so I worked with the library to get them into binders on the stacks, to 
really integrate that, and then those have a presence in my finding aid, so they can come 
back and find more information if they need to.  I try to work through that network with 
my patrons and the other like institutions if you can call them that.  
Q: It’s nice to have a sort of built in benchmark with institutions because you share 
researchers.   
A: I can't benchmark to UNM, I can't benchmark to CSU in Denver and University of 
TX, Austin.  I can't.  I'm more likely to benchmark to a small tribal archive.   
Q: How are people figuring how to do the things that they need to evaluate?  Like are 
people just emailing back and forth like ‘hey I have to figure out how to evaluate public 
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services.  What have you done?’  Is that how people are discovering or textbooks... 
A: I can honestly say that formal evaluation has never ever come up in a conversation 
that I've had with my colleagues.  We have too many other things to do. All the info that 
we gather is need based.  I had to go back and dig up these guidelines for evaluation of 
archival institutions from the SAA and it's from 1994.  I will tell you of a—I didn't ever 
think of this as an evaluation project, but I think it was.  When I got to this shop, my 
archive, which is the next room over, there were 4 lateral cabinets, 12 filing cabinets, and 
5 sets of shelves that were too short for legal sized boxes.  That's all there was, so as I 
started collecting and bringing in MSS, going to offsite storage unit, bringing in boxes, 
going to the museum, I collected about 80 boxes of stuff that had been stored next to the 
boiler in the basement of the museum for like 12 years.  So I started collecting all this 
stuff, and I have basement storage underneath me.  In order for me to get one box down 
there, I have to back the truck up to the outside doors, it's one set of doors, two set of 
doors, three set of doors, 1 locked door, two locked door, set of stairs, three locked door, 
set of stairs, locked door, locked door, my storage.  And I moved about 500 boxes with 
some students on a spring break and I took pictures and I documented it and we have 
what's called strategic priority funds.  Strategic priority funds are leftover money from 
like our title 3 grants.  We have special grants, we have balances at the end of the fiscal 
year.  So they put that in a pool and everyone is allowed to apply for that money.  Over 
three years, I used those numbers to build a compact shelving system in the archives and 
completely, basically I have almost 600% more capacity than I did when I got here.  I 
was able to use all those new acquisitions and institutional transfers as a way to raise 
$250,000 over three years.  Now, we couldn't do it all at once.  We did it over three 
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years.  The first summer we had enough money to raise the ceiling because the room we 
had was retrofitted.  Raised the ceiling, raised the sprinkler heads, all that.  Second year, 
we could actually afford five of the ranges.  Not the floor, just the ranges.  So, I get to 
empty out the room to put the ranges up, put it back together.  The next year, we can 
afford the floor.  Third year we could afford the floor and two more ranges, so I got to 
empty it again, they had to take the ranges apart, then they put the floor in, then they put 
the ranges back together, and then I got to put the archive back together.  I guess, I've 
always called it proactive outreach, institutional proactive outreach. Nobody is going to 
know your archives is there unless you tell them why your archives is important.  And 
that's what I've been doing for ten years is trying to convince them why this is 
important.  And I think I'm really close.  The dean actually came up to me last week and 
said 'do you need and assistant archivist?'  So, slowly building capital.  You have to build 
that capital.  So I guess in a way that taking in all that stuff and building the collection 
was how I got my stuff and how I built support.   
Q: In terms of those things that have allowed you to do evaluation or that have been 
inhibitors, which factors have proved the greatest obstacles generally, and how do you 
troubleshoot or overcome those? And have you been able to take the time to plan out 
measures to avoid them in subsequent projects?  
A: Inhibitors. Probably just a lack of benchmarks.  A lack of consistent benchmarks for 
an institution of my size, my staff, and my holdings.  I know I can do what I can and I 
really—All of my work is centered around people-based services.  I'm not a materials 
based archivist, I'm a people based archivist.  The materials exist for the people to 
use.  So if I'm doing some sort of project and I'm not getting the information out of my 
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patrons, if they're not giving me feedback—you know, I have a lot of PhD students who 
don't want to tell me anything about what they're researching.  That's an 
inhibitor.  Because most of the data I can collect is only qualitative.  I can collection 
some quantitative data with some numbers.  That works to an extent.  But you know, 
people don't understand cubic feet.  And that's another thing.  Perception.  People don't 
understand what's in here, and the way I really have to describe things is when I'm giving 
a tour of the archives and I also give tours in the museum collection.  And I will grab a 
single box of papers that's just chock full of papers.  And I'll say the difference between 
this collection and archives is there are 9000 objects in that room and there are 900 
objects in this box, and I have to learn how to give you access to the aggregate.  That's 
the difficulty in archives.  So public perception is really difficult and getting them to 
understand what goes into here.  Other inhibitors.  I would say the benchmark is probably 
the biggest piece.  Finding a consistent benchmark.  
Q: Some of the articles I was reading for this paper were suggesting that some of the 
obstacles were time, education, and a fear that if evaluation is done, those measures won't 
show the value of the archives.  Do any of those three resonate with you?  
A: It does.  You're always worried when you say oh, I only average maybe 30-40 in 
house patrons a year.  That's not a whole lot when you're talking to someone who doesn't 
really know what that means.  Like you're talking to a board member, and they say 'oh 
there's only 30 people using this? Why do we have to give this guy his salary?'…So I 
could see self-preservation as an inhibitor.  Time, oh yeah.  I don't have time to just plan 
evaluation.  It just has to happen on the fly as I'm doing things.   
Q: How have you known how to do this evaluation, or is it just logically you're like oh, I 
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need this number to prove this thing, so I'm going to do this for things like the interview 
that you have before and after when you have a patron or for the type of evaluation that 
you're having to do, for the grant that you're applying for now with the Melon, or even 
the photographs that you took to apply for the end of year funding for the compact 
shelving?  Is that all equally ad hock where it's just like, this is what I need and this is 
how I know how to get it?  
A: Yeah.  
Q: Or are you emailing other people to be like hey how have you done this thing?  
A: If I need assistance, I have a string of folks that I'll call...[mentors who are leaders in 
the field].  And then if I need institution related, like I know this institution has kind of a 
similar collection, I'll ask about that.  But most numbers I get, I need right now.  I 
have  deadline on Friday and I have to come up with some way to gather up this data.  If I 
don't have the data, then I don't have the data.  But if I can look at trends and how things 
work in a certain way, if I can look at who's publishing what, I can kind of see, 
ok.  Especially with collection development.  I'll often ask my patrons what would you 
like to see in here that I don't have that's related to my collection priorities?  And they'll 
say well you need to think about this artist and this artist and this artist.  Which leads us 
into the living artist archive.  Which we've been—when I collected James Luna's papers 
in 2013, that really started this process. And something that I'm working out with the 
Melon folks now is—do you know the Joan Mitchell Foundation? So I want to do 
essentially a lot of what Joan Mitchell does, but I want to do it 1) with our in house 
residents.  I want to do an archival workshop with them and a planned giving workshop 
with them.  The planned giving arrangement to me is what I see missing…We're going in 
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and we're arranging your stuff which can stay in your studio, but that doesn't answer our 
will and probate problem when you die.  So that's kind of what we're looking at right 
now.  There's a couple of living artists that I'm talking to, trying to get them to work with 
us a little bit on planned giving.  Talking to them about planned giving, it doesn't even 
cross their mind.  It really doesn't…After James died last year, he and I had a verbal 
agreement that he was going to donate basically his life's work.  Now I have his archives 
up to 2016, but there was three years left up there that's going into probate along with the 
rest of his stuff that was supposed to come.  So we learned from our pitfalls, we learned 
from what doesn't work.  I think that's probably the best evaluation is what doesn't 
work.  I did a project where I do an alumni spotlight and a little flier and I put it up once a 
month in the lunch room, and I put the archives website and phone number on there—
nothing happened.  That was a waste of paper.  So you learn from failure more than you 
do successes, and I think that's certainly how we do evaluation around here.   
Q:  What factors have proved to be the greatest assets in performing evaluation 
generally?  
A: Deadlines.  Deadlines force you to create numbers.  Grant monies require you to, 
inspire you, force you, however you want to call it, to gather up some of this data and to 
quantify it somehow, and it's usually a force of the hand.  So there's outside forces 
always.  It's never an internal force.  I never say 'oh you know what, I really want to 
evaluate how I'm arranging my record groups.' I've never once thought that.  I'm like how 
do I get this thing online and in an EAD format, because I've got 12000 boxes left to do 
after that.  So I've never really looked at evaluation as something that I do right away 
unless it's for an accreditation project or unless it's for a grant.   
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Q: In terms of those per force evaluations, how did you learn to perform that evaluation? 
So what resources proved the most helpful in the learning process and did you model 
those projects on another institution?  
A: I didn't model anything on anybody else.  It was more or less conversations.  We're 
drafting an Indigenous Assessment Model for the Higher Learning Commission [(HLC)] 
here.  We're still trying to figure out what that means.  What that means is that when 
you're looking at indigenaity, Western concepts of quantifying things aren't necessarily 
how you measure things.  So we're doing program assessment through conversations like 
focus groups.  So we start a recorder, transcribe everything and we glean off the 
conversation.  Rather than a systematic data collection, which hasn't proved to show how 
we grow.  It doesn't show how we work.  We're a really loose organization.  And once 
again, it's hard for us to benchmark our accreditation standards against others.  So we're 
really looking at this qualitative model as the only model.  Qualitative data being the only 
thing that's really going to show us how to get better, is to have people tell us and people 
to talk about it.  Having straight numbers isn't helping anybody.  No one's going to read 
the report.  No one's going to understand the report.  Somebody is going to understand a 
quote from a student.  Somebody's going to understand a statement from a patron or a 
board member.  So that's something we've been working on.  We're on our third or fourth 
year.  The HLC is very interested in the model, particularly for tribal colleges, so we're 
still working on it.  We're doing almost all of our Melon planning through the Indigenous 
Assessment Model.  And it's all through conversations…I guess what I'm saying is that 
we do things really different around here.  Numbers don't mean as much as they should.   
Elizabeth: In the SAA/RBMS joint task force survey, the researchers found that 
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practicing archivists were collecting basic counts like number of visitors and number of 
boxes pulled and that sort of thing, but then weren't doing anything with them because no 
one was asking them to do anything with them.  So it makes sense that in an archives 
context, numbers matter less.  These conversations would hold a lot more value in terms 
of assessing performance of some capacity. 
Ryan: Collecting all the numbers also seems futile.  It truly doesn't make much of a 
difference.  No one reads it.  That's kind of how I see most formal evaluation projects—
I'm fulfilling a bureaucratic need that isn't very necessary.   
[Next section: Specific Questions regarding successfully completed projects] 
Q: What has been your greatest success in assessment?  What made that project a 
success, and why do you consider it your greatest?  
A: My greatest success is getting my storage shelving.  The fact that I actually have 
shelves now and that I don't have to put all my stuff in the basement and go back and 
forth without a dumbwaiter.  That's by far my greatest success.  Getting enough capital so 
that we could do exhibits.  The use of the Lloyd Kiva New papers led into a book, an 
exhibit, and a symposium, which were all led out of my department.  So the exhibit took 
up 75% of our museum and it was based off of the Lloyd Kiva New archives that I was 
collecting while I cleaned bathrooms and raked leaves.  There's some stuff that happens 
that really leads to—it just keeps building.  It's all stepping stones.  I don't see evaluation 
as something that starts at the ground level and then you jump up and go back down and 
start over.  To me evaluation is all about whether or not you're treating people the way 
you should.  I often get lamenting patrons who just came from [other archives], and they 
are so frustrated that they can't get personal assistance with their research.  So I've 
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learned with all my conversations that that's all they want.  That's kind of how—I drop 
everything for my patrons.  If I have a board meeting and I have a patron, I'll choose the 
patron over the board meeting.  My evaluation in my job has led me to the belief that my 
people are my number one asset and my number one responsibility.  Not the ‘stuff.’   
Q: Who's the audience for the conclusions of your projects and in what forms do you 
share them?   
A: Strategic planning has a committee that reviews all the applications and divvies out 
the funds [for the end of year pool]…That's the primary audience.  The president is 
obviously an audience.  The president has given me lots of discretionary money for two 
books, an exhibit, custom interactives for the exhibit.  He gave me like $30,000 for the 
custom museum interactive.  So, a lot of my projects, a lot of the numbers I gather for 
memos go to my deans.  That's something else we just did, so our librarians just got 
faculty status.  We did not have faculty status until December.  I worked for a year 
writing a faculty status position paper using what we do as I guess evaluating what we do 
as putting us into faculty.  So that's another project.  So that went to the assistant dead, 
then the associate dean, then that went to the president, and then went to the board.  After 
it was approved by faculty council.  And now we're revising the handbook and 
everything.   
Q: In terms of the format that presentation took, was this just a report giving job 
descriptions letting people know that this is everything that we're doing, this is what 
counts as faculty status, so we need faculty status?   
A: Yes.  It was a two-page memo.  It started out as a ten-page memo, but no one wants to 
read a ten-page memo.  So I got it down to a two-page memo.  We basically had a 
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statement, some other faculty, policies from like institutions, and then what we do for 
service, what we do for research, and what we do for teaching because those are the three 
pieces of faculty status… So we quantified how we've been doing those things.  And it 
really didn't have any opposition.  But it took a year for us to figure out how we were 
going to build our case.  I've found that that's a lot of what I do around here is that I build 
cases for things that are underfunded and I build cases for things that are underserved… 
So these are the little things in my institution that I'm always trying to build cases 
for.  The stacks, new shelving, the new research center.  Eventually all the data that I'm 
doing right now is going to go into a master plan and a capital campaign to raise 50 
million dollars.  All this stuff builds on each other and improve and improve, especially 
when you're not as established.  I can imagine working at a place that's been around for a 
hundred years, ya know a library an archive that's been doing it this way for a long 
time.  And I tell my students all the time that the most dangerous phrase in the world is 
'that's because it's the way it's always been.'  So that's what I don't rub up against here 
because there isn't precedence for the archives.  There's no precedent.  So I'm able to 
form and shape based off of conversation.   
[Next section: Specific questions regarding halted or unsuccessful evaluation projects] 
Q: Specific questions regarding halted or unsuccessful evaluation projects are next.  Are 
there any assessments you abandoned either because of time or because it wasn't working 
or because of things that you gave the numbers but that didn't result in whatever end goal 
that you wanted?  
A: Not any specific projects that I can think of.  Just because of my need-based 
assessment doesn't really have a start and doesn't really have an end.  It's just there and it 
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happens and it's gone and I'm onto the next thing.  I started thinking yesterday what 
evaluation projects have I even done? As we're talking I'm realizing I guess this could be 
it and this could be it and this could be it.  So I'm just trying to think about what it 
actually is.  My A/V collection drives me crazy.  And the evaluation of folks is—they say 
can you digitize more of your video and more of your film.  The thing that stops me is 
money.  It's so labor and cost intensive.  And I realize that people want all the video 
and…they want all my beta, but there're 6000 pieces of it in there.  And when somebody 
requests something and says you know what, you don't have enough stuff digitized, that's 
an evaluation piece, that's an assessment piece for me.  I could be doing stuff and having 
more stuff online and having more stuff available, but a cost benefit analysis generally 
will halt me doing that project.  I would say time and money is why you stop any 
project.  If you have a project planned, you spend 30 hours writing a grant and you don't 
get funded, now what?  I'm waiting to hear back from the Recordings at Risk Project 
from the CLIR to do about 150 reel to reel audiotapes.  Because people want 
those.  People have been requesting them.  They're from like the late '60s and the late 
'70s, and they're interviews with like the early AIM guys, like before they took over 
Wounded Knee.  This is the story of the formation of AIM.  So, it's heavily requested, but 
it's a mess.  It was stored…in a brownstone in D.C. and has sticky-shed syndrome.  So 
even though I've transferred thousands of reel-to-reel tapes in my life, but they've all been 
in in AZ and NM where things are nice and dry and they play well and they didn't 
stick.  And this wasn't the case.  So I don't know what I'm going to do if I don't get that 
grant.  I'm not going to be able to fulfill my patrons' needs.  And really all of my 
assessment, evaluation is need based.  Either something I need, something my 
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administration needs, something my patrons need, something the public needs.  Right 
now, they need education on what contemporary native art is… There's this really base 
level public education that has to happen.  And that's always need based.  Now I come 
from a visitor services background.  My very first museum job was in visitor’s services 
and education.  I did lots of visitor’s service.  Lots of footpath surveys.  I stood around 
the galleries of the St Louis Art Museum for a semester just tracking footpaths through 
galleries trying to figure out what they need to see first.  Did they go left, did they go 
right?  Do they read in Japanese, do they read in English?  
Elizabeth: That's what's so interesting about looking at the cross over between museum 
and archives evaluation, and museum assessment is so much more intense than any other 
thing others are doing.   
Ryan: It's because we [museums] have so many different types of assessment.  You have 
your learning assessment, your bathroom assessment, your do you have water fountains 
do you have benches, are people getting fatigued, do people like your gift shop, are 
people attending your workshops, are they coming to your lectures and presentation.  All 
these different pieces of it that—it's so public driven that it's easier to collect that data.  I 
think that's more or less where I get my qualitative stance is from the visitor service point 
of view, because it's all about the comment card.  It's the Yelp factor.  The Yelp factor 
helps businesses figure out what they need to do better.  In a way that's kind of the way 
we're moving.  I don't think numbers do it anymore.  At least not in an institution my 
size.  For me to improve, I have to know what's wrong, and I have to have people tell me 
what's wrong.  Otherwise, I'm just going to sit in my little vacuum and assume everything 
is peachy keen.   
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Q: My question is why? What are these inhibitors and how can we communicate to others 
where the virtue is in that level of listening and assessment?  
A: … That's one reason why I kind of maintain myself as a museum professional.  I don't 
ever want to get boxed in.  I don't want anybody to ever think that I'm only good at one 
thing.  That I just push papers or that I just do exhibits or that I just write, so I try to span 
out, and I look at archives as very interdisciplinary, and we need to approach them in that 
way, and the only way for us to do that is to talk to different humanities scholars, writers, 
creative writers, scholars, curators, getting their input on how we can best offer them 
what we have.  It's only if you're talking to people, and if you're closed off—it's always 
an effort issue.  I'm kind of old school that way.   
Q: Is the IAIA archives open to the public?  
A: Oh, yah.  It's open.  By appointment more or less.  Students knock on my door all the 
time.  I work with a locked door.  Which is awesome.  I love that my office is 
locked…So, in order for me to talk to people, I have to let them in.  But it's usually by 
appointment.  I would say 60% of my patrons are online.  They're online asking for 
photos, looking for alumni, looking for an aunt and uncle, looking for information on a 
piece of art.  A lot of that is people who are coming to research in the collection, which is 
just across campus, so they have to look at the piece, and then they have to come to me to 
learn about the guy who made the piece.  It's open to the public, increasingly so.  When I 
first got here, they had this really inequitable system of delegating bona fide status to 
researchers.  Like they had to apply… That's not what we do.  I changed that right away, 
and it's a cautionary tale that I give my students and people who take my workshops all 
the time.  And even then, terms of access are changing.  
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Elizabeth: I think you covered everything and then some.  Thank you! 
Ryan: Well good.  I had no idea if I would have any idea what I was talking about.   
[Thanks exchanged and interview concluded] 
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Discussion 
 Despite having experience in formal museum evaluation from a visitors’ services 
perspective, Flahive noted specifically that evaluation as such never came up among 
colleagues, although they discussed what I would construe as informal evaluation, such 
as topics like what services their institutions offered versus others and which software 
they found superior or inferior, making recommendations to one another as to why one 
service or software was superior to another and what made them run well or poorly, the 
result of experiential or casual evaluation.  The only occurrences of formal, deliberate 
evaluation appear within the contexts of Flahive’s academic lecturing, archival or library 
grant writing, and institutional accreditation self studies.  This distinction between formal 
and informal evaluation I had not consciously defined prior to our interview, likely due to 
the inclusion of some evaluation instruction in required classes for the School of 
Information & Library Science and the research done for this master’s paper.  All of that 
instruction and research presented evaluation as a conscious, constant, and integrated 
action in regular archival or library procedures.  I encountered the reality of evaluation as 
haphazard and uneven during my casual discussions with archivists about their 
assessment projects in the years leading up to this paper.  This point was driven home by 
studies of archivists in action, such as the SAA/ACRL joint task force survey on public 
service metrics.  And yet despite that exposure, the teaching literature was so thoroughly 
embedded in my consciousness that Flahive’s insistence that he never discussed formal 
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evaluation and his mild surprise at just how much both formal and informal assessment 
he does, in fact, perform still jarred me.   
Even our understandings of what constituted formal assessment appeared at odds, 
particularly in addressing questions 2 and 3 of the “General questions regarding 
evaluation projects” section of the interview guide.  With question 1 of that section, 
Flahive shared a number of what I would call ongoing evaluation projects, including 
collecting patron and usage data, reference data, and student and faculty teaching 
reviews.  However, Flahive still conceived of the collection of patron and use data as ad 
hock rather than systematic, even though he maintains email and written records of all of 
the reference interactions his archives fields.  Curiously to my understanding of 
assessment, Flahive only belated and inconsistently through the interview interpreted his 
pre and post reference interview as an assessment practice, appearing to interpret 
qualitative data collection as somehow distinct from ‘actual evaluation,’ which he seemed 
to understand as quantitative only.  This was confirmed by his continued and 
understandable dismissal of the relevance of quantitative data periodically throughout.   
This practice of regarding the quantitative as unhelpful or irrelevant and the 
qualitative as lesser or not data at all is understandable given how today’s academic 
attitudes towards quantitative vs. qualitative studies has seeped out of academia and into 
the general public.  Qualitative data collection is viewed as subjective and informal with 
common misconceptions regarding rigor and applicability. xli  In my own introduction to 
social research at both my undergraduate liberal arts institution, Wellesley College, and at 
UNC’s SILS, these misconceptions were acknowledged and pushed back against, but still 
manage to permeate the instruction for how to construct a research proposal, despite both 
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programs conducting predominantly qualitative or blended research.  Flahive was trained 
in conducting evaluation research through his museum studies and visitor’s services 
background, but he is not an academically trained archivist.  Museum studies’ approach 
to evaluation is comprehensive and fully integrated into the education, as discussed in the 
literature review.  If an archivist, however, never received the same level of training that 
exposed them to the expansive options—quantitative, qualitative, and blended methods—
available in approaches to evaluation, it is reasonable that an archivist might operate 
under the culturally accepted misconceptions regarding assessment.  Within the library 
science scholarship, though, one can find everything from instruction on how to conduct 
focus group studies to online surveys to website usability testing and so much more.   
What happens in reality is far more organic and need based, as Flahive illustrates.  
When he needed better access to his own storage and shelves, he put together what was 
essentially a mapping of his museum and archives’ floor plan to reveal inefficiencies.  
But instead of using a floor plan for this type of evaluation as is trained in a formal 
setting, he used a step by step recounting of retrieving just one box paired with pictures 
of the process.  This is just as (if not more) compelling than the presentation of traffic 
flow on a floor plan, the method typically taught for conducting this type of evaluation.  
Flahive was unaware that he was executing a mapping of his space from a formal 
evaluation perspective; he just knew that he needed better access to his materials in 
basement storage and more shelving in the archives itself to decrease dependency on the 
storage facilities.  He intuited that mapping through word and photos would be the most 
effective means of presenting his argument to the council that allots the spare pool of 
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money at the end of the fiscal year.  It was not until our interview that he reflected that 
this was a form of evaluation.   
The general disregard for quantitative data—while justified given that Flahive has 
shown that he’s nimble in applying qualitative methods to far greater effect—continued 
to perplex me, though.  Flahive shared that due to a grant application process, he 
discovered that from 2009 to 2018, his patronship has exploded a whopping 277%.  That 
is a powerful finding.  He credits that increase to introducing an online presence and the 
publicity of the 50th anniversary text that he edited based on selections from the archives’ 
holdings.  He is likely spot on in his hypothesis, but confirming that idea by using a 
quantitatively based assessment tool such as tracking number of page hits could instigate 
an increase in the data storage responsibilities demanded of his IT department, freeing 
him from having responsibility for finding space for and maintaining a digital repository 
to house the massive data files resulting from digitization projects.  The numbers could 
quickly and effectively prove that more resources, namely people, need to be allotted to 
that endeavor since it raises both the museum’s visibility and its accessibility.   
Benchmarking is admittedly challenging for an institution like the IAIA—it is a 
small, single focused, and national museum that also boasts and art school along with a 
residency program that focuses on a section of art and art makers that are all too 
frequently relegated to natural history museums rather than art museums.  But numbers 
here too could also serve as a compelling argument to streamline Flahive’s workload.  
The IAIA’s archives and library are currently working on a grant that would allow them 
to conjoin the library department and the museum collection.  This will take them closer 
to the Heard Museum’s library structure, and institution that shares the bulk of the 
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travelling scholars studying Native American arts.  By pairing a study of the usage and 
UX of the collection’s available databases and Flahive’s ongoing collection of 
benchmarking data garnered from reference interviews, Flahive could make another 
compelling argument for more resources, this time for superior databases, allowing him 
to abandon the clunky ones with which he’s stuck currently.  
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Conclusion 
The internal discomposure I experienced in the face of Flahive’s and my differing 
understandings and attitudes strikes me as quite revealing of one of the key inhibitors of 
taking assessment from textbook pages to active practice.  Archival evaluation is 
fundamentally different from museum or library evaluation not because the step by step 
instructions differ so greatly, but because the function of them in an archival space 
departs from how it behaves in those two related but distinct contexts.  
If we wish as a discipline to see assessment inform our procedures and decision 
making, the way assessment is taught to archivists needs to shift, meeting them where 
they are rather than expecting them to meet the textbook writers and researchers in the 
comparatively regimented space of academia, a community for whom participating in 
regular formal evaluation is already an accustomed practice.  Instead of providing book 
after article of instructions on how to perform formal assessment and on how to choose 
the tools to facilitate that, perhaps we could build an oeuvre of examples of how various 
types of assessment are most effective in achieving an end goal, writing more with a view 
for pragmatism than prioritization clean data.  For instance, if an archivist is facing a dire 
need for shelving or greater storage, they could follow Flahive’s more instinctual 
approach rather than take the time to learn how to properly display findings on a floor 
plan.  Instead, the instructions that predominate are organized around the principle of 
teaching types of evaluation.  They are not acknowledging that evaluation is a foreign, 
intimidating, and resource-draining activity that will always take last place when 
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compared to the overabundance of tasks already on an archivist’s desk.  This is not 
helped along by the lack of education specific to archivists in library schools, as well as 
the frequency with which archivists have of happily and accidentally falling into archival 
jobs from disciplines unrelated to library science, thus reinforcing this inhibited spread of 
archival education.   
In order to see a growth in evidence based archival practice, the approach to 
recommending and teaching evaluation needs to shift from a traditional student-teacher 
model in which the archivist changes their practice according to what scholars teach to a 
grassroots model that accommodates the dynamic and resource-limited environment of 
actual archival practice.  This practice-up approach rather than scholarship-down 
approach could allow advocates for assessment to better ‘sell’ their tools to harried 
archivists.  “Do you need to convince your administrator that digitization is key for your 
institution to remain relevant?  Try this method of evaluation!  Need more funding for 
your outreach to lower and high schools?  Try this method!”  Currently, the scholarship 
available and the instruction provided by academic institutions provides only the methods 
and expects the archivist to know which desired outcome requires which metric which 
requires which method.  This is not a reasonable approach given the overburdened, 
understaffed, and underfunded state of most archives at present.  If we want to help one 
another advocate for our archives in a time of extreme competition, we need to 
acknowledge that it is not necessarily archivists who need to change their practice, but 
scholars who would do better to alter their approach.
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Appendix I: Recruitment Materials 
Recruitment Email1 
 
To: <<insert work email of selected archivist>> 
From: egrab@live.unc.edu 
Subject: Evaluation in Art Museum Archives study invitation 
<<Insert date>> 
<<Insert name of potential participant>> 
<<Insert institution’s address>> 
<<Insert City, State, Zip code>> 
Re: Evaluation in Art Museum Archives study conducted by Elizabeth Grab of the 
School of Information & Library Science at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill 
Dear <<insert name of potential participant>>: 
My name is Elizabeth Grab, and I am a graduate student from the School of 
Information & Library Science at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  I am 
writing to invite you to participate in my research study about evaluation in art museum 
archives.    
The purpose of this research study is to discover which conditions impel 
American art museum archivists to initiate evaluation, which conditions impact decisions 
                                                
1 This recruitment letter is based upon UNC’s IRB template form. 
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regarding evaluation, and which conditions prevent or stymie evaluation. This 
examination seeks to determine how archivists can prepare themselves, their employees, 
their coworkers, and their administration to create an assessment-friendly environment.  
You are being asked to take part in this research study because you are the 
archivist for <<insert name of American art museum>>, which fulfills the case study 
category of <<insert category (e.g. single artist-focused art museum)>> of international 
repute.  
Being in this research study is completely voluntary. You may choose not to be in 
this research study. You may also say yes now and change your mind later. If you agree 
to participate in this study, you may choose not to answer any interview question you do 
not wish to answer. This study will not include anonymity, and your name and place of 
employment will be included in the publication of this study. 
If you agree to take part in this research, you will be asked to answer a set of 
interview questions regarding your archives’ experience with evaluation, the guide for 
which will be emailed to you in advance so that you have a chance to read through the 
questions beforehand. If your archives has not practiced evaluation, please still consider 
participation, as noninvolvement with evaluation is also of interest for this study. Your 
participation in this study will take approximately one to two hours of interview time, the 
audio of which will be recorded for transcription and coding.  The follow up email with 
the interview guide will also include further details for how the data recorded from the 
interview will be handled, protected, and eventually deleted.  I expect that five archivists 
will take part in this research study. 
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Any potential risks of negative professional impact from taking part in this 
research will be mitigated through judicious coding of the interview transcripts by 
myself, which will then be approved by my advisor and professor at SILS, Denise 
Anthony.  Any information shared that is not pertinent to the study and/or might hold the 
potential for a negative reflection on you or your institution will not fulfill the coding 
requirements and, thus, will not be included in the paper.   
The potential benefits to you for taking part in this research are: 
! Greater presence of your archives in the professional literature;  
! Contributing to the acquisition of a picture of evaluation as it stands;  
! Contributing to the discipline’s understanding of how best practices are 
influenced by institutional context. 
If you have any questions about this research, please contact me by calling 210-
834-7463 or emailing egrab@live.unc.edu. If you have questions or concerns about your 
rights as a research subject, you may contact the UNC Institutional Review Board at 919-
966-3113 or by email to IRB_subjects@unc.edu. 
Thank you for considering this research opportunity, 
Elizabeth Grab 
Recruitment Email Reminder  
 
To: <<insert work email of selected archivist>> 
From: egrab@live.unc.edu 
Subject: Evaluation in Art Museum Archives study invitation 
<<Insert date>> 
<<Insert name of potential participant>> 
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<<Insert institution’s address>> 
<<Insert City, State, Zip code>> 
Re: Evaluation in Art Museum Archives study conducted by Elizabeth Grab 
Dear <<insert name of potential participant>>: 
My name is Elizabeth Grab, and I am a graduate student from the School of 
Information & Library Science at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  I 
wrote to you last week on <<insert date of first recruitment email>> with an invitation to 
participate in my research study about evaluation in art museum archives.    
The purpose of this research study is to discover which conditions impel 
American art museum archivists to initiate evaluation, which conditions impact decisions 
regarding evaluation, and which conditions prevent or stymie evaluation. This 
examination seeks to determine how archivists can prepare themselves, their employees, 
their coworkers, and their administration to create an assessment-friendly environment.  
You are being asked to take part in a research study because you are the archivist 
for <<insert name of American art museum>>, which fulfills the case study category of 
<<insert category (e.g. single artist-focused art museum)>> of international repute.   
Being in this research study is completely voluntary. You may choose not to be in 
this research study. You may also say yes now and change your mind later. If you agree 
to participate in this study, you may choose not to answer any interview question you do 
not wish to answer. This study will not include anonymity, and your name and place of 
employment will be included in the publication of this study. 
If you agree to take part in this research, you will be asked to answer a set of 
interview questions regarding your archives’ experience with evaluation, the guide for 
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which will be emailed to you in advance so that you have a chance to read through the 
questions beforehand. If your archives has not practiced evaluation, please still consider 
participation, as noninvolvement with evaluation is also of interest for this study. Your 
participation in this study will take approximately one to two hours of interview time, the 
audio of which will be recorded for transcription and coding.  The follow up email with 
the interview guide will also include further details for how the data recorded from the 
interview will be handled, protected, and eventually deleted.  I expect that five archivists 
will take part in this research study. 
Any potential risks of negative professional impact from taking part in this 
research will be mitigated through judicious coding of the interview transcripts by 
myself, and then approved by my advisor and professor at SILS, Denise Anthony.  Any 
information shared that is not pertinent to the study and/or might hold the potential for a 
negative reflection on you or your institution will not fulfill the coding requirements and, 
thus, will not be included in the paper.   
The potential benefits to you for taking part in this research are: 
! Greater presence of your archives in the professional literature;  
! Contributing to the acquisition of a picture of evaluation as it stands;  
! Contributing to the discipline’s understanding of how best practices are 
influenced by context. 
If you have any questions about this research, please contact me by calling 210-834-
7463 or emailing egrab@live.unc.edu. If you have questions or concerns about your 
rights as a research subject, you may contact the UNC Institutional Review Board at 919-
966-3113 or by email to IRB_subjects@unc.edu. 
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Thank you for again considering this research opportunity, 
Elizabeth Grab 
Recruitment Refusal Response  
 
To: <<insert work email of selected archivist>> 
From: egrab@live.unc.edu 
Subject: Evaluation in Art Museum Archives study invitation 
<<Insert date>> 
<<Insert name of potential participant>> 
<<Insert institution’s address>> 
<<Insert City, State, Zip code>> 
Re: Evaluation in Art Museum Archives study conducted by Elizabeth Grab 
Dear <<insert name of potential participant>>: 
Thank you for taking the time to consider the invitation to participate in my 
research study on evaluation in art museum archives.   
Wishing you a happy Spring. 
Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Grab 
Recruitment Acceptance Follow Up Email 
 
To: <<insert work email of selected archivist>> 
From: egrab@live.unc.edu 
Subject: Evaluation in Art Museum Archives study invitation 
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<<Insert date>> 
<<Insert name of participant>> 
<<Insert institution’s address>> 
<<Insert City, State, Zip code>> 
Re: Evaluation in Art Museum Archives study conducted by Elizabeth Grab 
Dear <<insert name of participant>>: 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in my study on evaluation in art museum 
archives.   
Attached to this email, please find the guide to the interview questions.  The 
interview will take a semi-structured form, which means that I will ask questions from 
the sheet, but we can skip around as is appropriate, and I can ask questions that will allow 
you to expand further on a response that seems especially fruitful.  
As a reminder, being in this research study is completely voluntary. You may 
choose not to be in this research study.  You may also say yes now and change your mind 
later. If you agree to participate in this study, you may choose not to answer any 
interview question you do not wish to answer.  This study will not include anonymity, 
and your name and place of employment will be included in the publication of this study. 
To conduct the interview, I am employing a video conferencing application called 
Zoom, which is available through UNC.  Zoom allows me to start a conference and then 
send you an invitation to join through a link.  All you need to do is click that link and you 
will be in the video conference.  Zoom also allows me to record the session, allowing me 
to transcribe the audio recording later and focus on our conversation rather than note 
taking in the moment.  
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Once the interview is concluded, I will transcribe the audio recording using 
Express Scribe, available through and recommended by SILS.  Once the interview is 
transcribed, I will conduct a preliminary scrubbing of potentially sensitive information.  
My advisor will also look through the scrubbed data to ensure that I have not missed any 
material that needs to be excluded from public consumption.  Once that is complete, I 
will begin coding the transcripts in order to best capture the information most relevant to 
my research questions:  
1. How do art museum archivists conceive of the purpose of evaluation in their 
archives?  
2. What impels art museum archivists to commence evaluation? 
3. How do art museum archivists become aware of and select evaluation methods 
appropriate to the purposes of their institutions? 
4. How are they learning to implement and troubleshoot those evaluation methods?  
5. Are the evaluation methods successful in fulfilling the purposes for which they 
were intended?   
In accordance with IRB Level II Data Security requirements, the recording of the 
interviews, the raw transcripts, and the coded data will all remain on my secure OneDrive 
provided my UNC.  After the results are published, I will delete in full the audio 
recordings and transcriptions for each interview. 
Now that you have been advised of the interview protocols and how the interview 
data will be handled, we have only to schedule a time for the interview.  My schedule 
allows for meetings anytime <<insert dates available>> between <<insert hours 
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available>>, except for <<insert dates unavailable>>, during which I will not be 
available.  Within those availabilities, is there a date and time that works best for you?  
If you have any questions about this research, please contact me by calling 210-
834-7463 or emailing egrab@live.unc.edu. If you have questions or concerns about your 
rights as a research subject, you may contact the UNC Institutional Review Board at 919-
966-3113 or by email to IRB_subjects@unc.edu. 
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Appendix II: Interview Guide 
The purpose of this interview is to explore the factors that enable or inhibit art 
museum archivists when participating in evaluation efforts.  More specifically, these 
interviews aim to answer the study’s research questions:  
6. How do art museum archivists conceive of the purpose of evaluation in their 
archives?  
7. What impels art museum archivists to commence evaluation? 
8. How do art museum archivists become aware of and select evaluation methods 
appropriate to the purposes of their institutions? 
9. How do art museum archivists learn to implement and troubleshoot their 
evaluation methods?  
10. Are the evaluation methods successful in fulfilling the purposes for which they 
were intended? 
The following guide serves an outline for the interview.  As the interview is semi-
structured, this guide provides a suggested framework.  If the direction of the interview 
naturally strays from the order listed below or privileges some questions over others, I 
may slightly deviate from this guide to meet the study’s intent.  I will likely stick to 
simply asking for more detail about your answers, but if a question requires a more 
granular answer, then I may ask a new question based on that need.  As mentioned in the 
follow up email to which this document is attached, participating in this research study is 
completely voluntary. Though you have chosen to participate in this study, you are free to 
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change your mind later.  You may also choose not to answer any interview question you 
do not wish to answer.  This study will not include anonymity, and your name and place 
of employment will be included in the publication of this study. 
Your answers to the following questions that apply to you will prove most helpful 
if you choose specific evaluation projects to illustrate the why and how of your 
approaches to assessment.  Ideally, if you have performed assessment previously, you 
may select at least one highly successful evaluation project, one that proved challenging 
but successful, and one that either never got off the ground or failed outright in order to 
have concrete examples from which to draw.  If you have not performed evaluation or 
never entirely finished an evaluation project, then having specific examples of attempted 
projects would prove helpful, but your general impression of evaluation and why you 
have not pursued it will prove ideal.   
Thank you for your willingness to participate in this research study. 
Questions regarding institutional context: 
 
1. At which institution do you work?  
2. Is your institution independent or integrated into a larger institution or network 
(i.e. is the museum independent or part of a grouping of museums)?  
3. What is the stated mission of your institution? 
4. What is the scope and size of your institution’s collection?  
5. What is your institution’s annual budget?  
6. Roughly how many employees work for your institutions?  
7. How does your archives fit into the structure of your institution?  
8. What is your job title and what does that entail?  
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9. What is the mission of your archives?  
10. What is the scope and size of your archival collection?  
11. What is the archives’ annual budget?  
12. How many people, including yourself, work in your archives?  
13. What is the administrative structure of the institution (e.g. a board of directors) 
and in what manner does it maintain a relationship with the archives (e.g. a 
director)?  
14. How does the archival collection serve the rest of the institution or the public (e.g. 
exhibition contributions, curatorial research, or academic research)?  
General questions regarding evaluation projects: 
 
1. Have you performed assessment before?  If so, in which areas of the archives and 
why? 
2. How do you decide if you need to perform evaluation (e.g. direction from 
administration, legal reporting requirements, or efficiency increases)?  
a. Does the way you decide whether you need to perform evaluation change 
depending upon the aspects of the archives you wish to examine?  
3. What sorts of evaluation projects have you pursued (e.g. if public services, what 
specifically do you track; the same with evaluating internal processing and 
procedures and the collections)? 
4. Has your board of directors, overseeing administrator(s) or funding source(s) 
requested evaluation of the archives?  
a. If yes:  
i. What reason did they provide?  
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ii. In what form or delivery method did they request the results?   
iii. In what time frame did they expect results?  
b. If no:  
i. Why do you suspect they have not made such a request?  
ii. Do you expect they will make such a request in the future?  
5. What factors have proved to be the greatest obstacles to evaluation generally?  
a. How did you troubleshoot or overcome them?  
b. What measures have you taken to avoid them in subsequent projects?  
6. What factors have proved to be the greatest assets to performing evaluation 
generally? 
a. How do you ensure those elements are present when planning assessment 
projects?  
7. How did you learn to perform evaluation? 
a. What resources proved the most helpful in the learning process?  
b. Did you model you evaluation projects on those of another institution?  If 
so, which institution(s), and was it helpful?  
8. What advice, tips, or tricks do you wish you knew when starting out with 
assessment?  
9. What advice, tips, or tricks would you give to other art museum archivists looking 
to start or increase their assessment projects?  
Specific questions regarding successfully completed projects:  
 
1. What has been your greatest success(es) in assessment?  What makes them a 
success, and why do you consider them your greatest?  
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2. Why did you decide that you needed to execute that evaluation project? 
3. How did you discover which metrics would best capture the evaluation statistic 
you wished for in your results? (e.g. tools, guides, manuals, SAA guidelines, 
asking other archivists) 
4. Who or what source did you seek out for assistance or guidance in planning or 
troubleshooting?  
a. How did you discover or know to seek out that source? 
5. Was your choice of measure or metric successful in producing the desired statistic 
at the required time?  
6. How long did the evaluation process take from its planning to implementation to 
drawing conclusions to acting upon the conclusions (if some successful evaluation 
projects took longer than others, please explain why)?  
7. How much of a budget did you allot to evaluation projects and how much did you 
use? 
8. Are your evaluation projects limited to the archives or are they interdepartmental?  
9. Are these projects singular or do you repeat the same evaluation projects over 
regular intervals?  
a. If over intervals, what interval? 
b. What made you choose to make that project a regular one? 
c. What do you do with the data or conclusions of the repeated projects over 
time?  
10. Who was the audience for the conclusions of the project and in what form did you 
share them?   
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a. Were you able to make your case to that audience?  
b. How was the case made?  
c. Was the audience receptive to hearing about and supporting the 
conclusions?  Why or why not? 
d. Were those conclusions used as part of the decision-making process for 
the future either by the administration or within the archives?  Why or 
why not?   
11. How do highly successful assessment projects differ from more average, but still 
completed projects?  
12. How would you recommend archivists with archives similar to yours prepare for 
evaluation to achieve success? 
Specific questions regarding halted or unsuccessful evaluation projects:  
 
1. What assessment projects have you needed to halt or abandon? 
2. What prevented the completion of the evaluation?  
3. What aspects of the evaluation proved the most problematic?  
4. Did the incompleteness of the project prevent you from being able to use the data 
that was gathered in decision-making?  
5. What assessment projects proved unsuccessful, even if you were able to complete 
them?  
6. What made them unsuccessful?  
7. What lessons regarding evaluation did you learn from the lack of success?  
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General questions regarding archives that do not perform evaluation 
projects:  
 
1. What has prevented you from performing evaluation? 
2. Do you deem evaluation unnecessary or unhelpful in your archives? If so, why? 
3. What exposure have you had to assessment in the past?  Has that exposure 
informed your decision not to perform assessment in your archives? 
4. What have you heard about assessment projects at other institutions?  How does 
that information factor into your decision not to perform assessment? 
5. What, if anything, would prompt or enable you to perform evaluation in your 
archives? 
 
